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Foreword
It is of no surprise that Solvency II has
returned to dominate the responses
to the Survey and if the coming 12
months pass as quickly as the last
we will soon be on the doorstep of
implementation. There is much to do
in the coming period with attention
turning more towards Pillars
II and III.

It is hard to believe that another 12
months have passed since I wrote
the foreword for the last edition of
the Survey. Much has happened in
that time especially for the Insurance
& Reinsurance Legacy Association
(“IRLA”) which welcomed over 180
attendees at its Congress in May 2014.
An increasing number of delegates
came over or under the English
Channel from the European markets
evidencing the increasing awareness
of effective legacy management across
the Continent.

As the sector has suggested for
a number of years, the onset of
Solvency II will increase focus on
run‑off and exit, as supported again
by this year’s responses. Assessing
whether to retain legacy liabilities is
not solely driven by the Pillar I capital
calculation but also the additional
management time in adopting ORSAs
and other underlying compliance
requirements. As the Directives filter
through and companies start drafting
these reports there will likely be even
more ambition to dispose of legacy
liabilities, especially for business
lines that are no longer attractive to
the company.

It is encouraging to note that access
to exit mechanisms is no longer
the greatest single challenge to
Continental European (re)insurers.
This is no doubt in part due to an
increasing number of transactions
being undertaken by legacy
acquirers demonstrating that there
are workable solutions. However,
challenges continue to frustrate the
process, in particular regulatory rules
that are not written with run‑off
in mind. This will not prevent the
further development and usage
of exit mechanisms as the sector
has always been innovative and in
some jurisdictions the regulators
themselves will be learning as
transactions progress.
The Survey suggests more focus on
business transfers and reinsurance
rather than sale or commutation. This
is likely due to the need to address
an embedded portfolio of legacy
rather than a discrete, separate
entity in run‑off. Whilst reinsurance
would give financial certainty, the

entity remains in the chain and
the liabilities and corresponding
reinsurance asset would fall under
Solvency II reporting. The business
transfer mechanism provides overall
finality but even then is not suitable in
all circumstances.
It is of some concern that one of
the top challenges reported in the
Survey is reputation. This implies that
there are fears as to how an acquirer
would handle the business. Hopefully
time will tell that these fears are
unfounded but in the meantime IRLA
will continue to educate, network
and reach out to those companies
only now coming to terms with their
legacy liabilities to demonstrate the
professional attributes of the sector.
Paul Corver
Chairman, Insurance & Reinsurance
Legacy Association
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Introduction
I am pleased to launch the eighth
edition of the PwC Survey of
Discontinued Insurance Business in
Europe prepared in conjunction with
IRLA. I was delighted to see that the
Survey continues to generate strong
response rates and the results provide
further fascinating insights into the
European run‑off environment.
The timeline of major events on
pages 4 and 5 illustrates that it has
been another active 12 months in
the (re)insurance run‑off sector
across Europe. Specialist run‑off
acquirers have been busy adding
new portfolios and we have seen
increasingly innovative structures
to extract legacy portfolios from
ongoing carriers.
Over the past 12 months I have
sensed a distinct shift in the market
with legacy books being under
greater scrutiny from the Boards of
major ongoing carriers. There are
a number of possible explanations
for this and, fundamentally, as
evidenced by a number of comments
from Survey respondents, there is a
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renewed focus on core business and
wanting to exit non‑core lines. This
is underpinned by the realisation
that Solvency II is finally almost upon
us. Companies are now getting to
grips with the implications from a
capital perspective and that is shaping
decision making in the Boardroom.
Indeed, there were many specific
comments from respondents to the
Survey forecasting that Solvency II
is about to make a material impact
on the number of run‑off deals
coming to market.
The Survey featured a new question
this year – we asked respondents
whether they thought the current
landscape is a helpful environment for
(re)insurers wanting to deal with their
run‑off liabilities. It was interesting
to observe that 56% of respondents
considered the environment to be
helpful, with 31% considering it not to
be and 13% being undecided. There
has been a lot of focus during the past
year on the Consultation Papers and
subsequent Supervisory Statements
issued by the Prudential Regulatory
Authority (‘PRA’) in the UK

concerning schemes of arrangement
and capital extraction. These, along
with the approach of Regulators
generally, were cited by a number of
respondents as the main reasons for
the environment being unhelpful.
However, respondents highlighted
Solvency II and a greater level of
sophistication and understanding of
capital efficiency as being helpful in
focusing on and dealing with run‑off.
I assume that the PRA’s recent draft
Supervisory Statement ‘Solvency II:
supervision of firms in difficulty or in
run-off’, which was produced after the
Survey was taken, will provide some
much needed guidance as to what is
expected of run-off firms in the lead
up to Solvency II.
The responses continue to point to
an interesting tension between the
industry‑wide European regulatory
initiatives which are seen as helpful
in spotlighting run‑off, and the
regulatory demands associated with
dealing with run‑off liabilities and
extracting value in the UK. This may
lead to investors, including run‑off
consolidators, redomesticating

their business out of the UK and
creating opportunities in other
European jurisdictions.
For the team at PwC it has been
strong and varied year. There have
been significant developments in
some of our insurance insolvency
cases, including the issuing of a
Practice Statement Letter by OIC
Run‑Off Limited and its sister
company, The London and Overseas
Insurance Company Limited, in
respect of an amending scheme
of arrangement proposed to bring
finality to these estates and return
a forecast 78% to creditors. The
Folksam International Insurance
Company (UK) Limited scheme
of arrangement bar date was on
7 February 2014 and the team is
now finalising the agreement of all
claims. I am delighted to announce
that PwC advised on the first solvent
scheme of arrangement to be applied
to a legacy broker, J K Buckenham
Limited, which provides a great
solution to legacy broking obligations.
We are also currently considering the
adaptation of schemes of arrangement

to closed life insurance portfolios and
are heavily involved in a number of
insurance business transfers on behalf
of both live and legacy carriers.
I would like to conclude by thanking
all of you that participated in this
edition of the Survey. We greatly
value our clients and contacts in
the market and look forward to our
continued interactions throughout
the year.
Kind regards

Dan Schwarzmann
Partner, PwC
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January 2014

Major
market
events
In this section we
summarise a range
of significant events
that have taken
place since the
publication of our
previous Survey.
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September 2013

October 2013

December 2013

Through its investment
management vehicle AXA
DBIO, AXA Liabilities
Managers acquired the
international subsidiaries
of German run‑off
company GLOBALE
Rückversicherungs-AG.
The company has been
in run‑off since October
2002 and wrote mainly
non‑life business.

Compre Holdings Limited
completed a cross‑border
demerger of insurance
and reinsurance
portfolios in Norway.
The transaction provided
an exit route for two
portfolios in run‑off with
combined gross reserves
of US$28 million.

Hamburger
Internationale
Rückversicherungs AG
took over the reinsurance
contracts of GAN
Assurances, Paris. The
portfolio was transferred
on 16 December 2013,
and the portfolio mainly
comprised marine
contracts in run‑off.

Randall & Quilter
Investment Holdings
Limited acquired
Flagstone Alliance
Insurance and
Reinsurance Limited, a
Cyprus domiciled insurer
and reinsurer which
entered run‑off in 2010,
from the Validus Group.

DARAG completed
three European run‑off
portfolio acquisitions
in Sweden, Greece and
Belgium. This followed
two acquisitions during
October in Switzerland
and Belgium and the
acquisition of a portfolio
of run‑off business
from the UK branches
of Wuerttembergische
Versicherung AG and
HDI‑Gerling Industrie
Versicherung AG
in September.

R&Q Insurance (Malta) Limited completed
the Part VII transfer of Chevanstell
Limited. It will act as the Group
regulated European run‑off insurance
consolidator for both existing and future
European Economic Area based owned
insurance companies. Rationalisation
and simplification of R&Q’s structure has
been a key objective for the Group ahead
of Solvency II.
PwC as Scheme Administrators to OIC
Run‑Off Limited and The London and
Overseas Insurance Company Limited,
published a Practice Statement Letter on
20 January 2014 detailing proposals to
issue an amending scheme of arrangement.
This will involve a crystallisation process
designed to bring closure to these major
insolvent estates. It is an amalgam of a
solvent scheme of arrangement in respect
of certain policyholders who receive
payment in full in respect of their claims
(because their policies incepted after
certain dates and were written through the
Institute of London Underwriters) and an
insolvent scheme of arrangement for other
policyholders who will receive a dividend.

April 2014

February 2014

March 2014

Highlands Insurance
Company (UK)
Limited reinsurance
creditors received
a 15% initial
payment. This
follows the successful
implementation
of a scheme of
arrangement by
PwC to deal with its
UK direct insurance
business under which
all submitted claims
were paid in full.

The European
Parliament approved
the Omnibus II
Directive which gives
the EU Commission
power to finalise the
draft rules of Solvency
II. This means the
new capital regime is
on track to meet the
revised deadline of
January 2016.

Pro completed its
demerger from
Tawa plc’s risk and
investment division,
which was renamed
Tawa Associates
Limited. Pro
Insurance Solutions
plc is now a pure
services provider.
The PRA published
Supervisory
Statements on its
approach to schemes
of arrangement and to
capital extraction by
firms in run‑off.
London private equity
firm Keyhaven Capital
Partners Limited
took full ownership
of European run‑off
acquirer DARAG.
Enstar Group Limited
and Stone Point Capital
LLC completed the
acquisition of global
specialty insurer Torus
Insurance Holdings
Limited.

May 2014

July 2014

August 2014

Catalina Holdings
(Bermuda) Limited
signed an agreement
with Delta Lloyd
Group under which
a portfolio of Delta
Lloyd’s marine
insurance liabilities
in run‑off would
be reinsured by
Catalina’s wholly
owned Swiss
subsidiary, Glacier
Reinsurance AG.

HM Government of
Gibraltar received
written confirmation
from HM Treasury,
UK Government, that
Part VII transfers can
take place between UK
and Gibraltar insurers
subject to Court and
regulatory approval.

The PRA issued
its Consultation
Paper on Solvency
II Transposition
Part 3, featuring a
draft Supervisory
Statement setting
out expectations for
companies in run-off
that fail to meet the
Minimum Capital
Requirement.

Infrassure Limited
with liabilities of
c.€320m, informed
the Swiss Insurance
Regulator, FINMA,
that it would cease to
underwrite any new
business.
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Market size
We have seen a continuation of the
trend observed in the last Survey where
a significant increase in the market
(from €224bn to €235bn) was driven
by the classification of ever more
recent years of underwriting as run‑off
business. With further companies
following this trend we now estimate
the size of the legacy market in Europe
to be €242bn, an increase of €7bn.
The majority of this increase
has occurred in Germany and
Switzerland, where the profile and
focus on the run‑off market continues
to increase. Legacy markets in the UK
and France have also increased but to
a much lesser extent.
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If respondents to this Survey are
correct and Solvency II drives
increased run‑off deal activity, we
expect transactions to be at a peak
during the coming year. Whether
this is then followed by an offsetting
contraction in size will depend on
a number of factors, including the
natural tail to expiry of the more
recent run‑off lines and the appetite
of the existing liability owners and
potential acquirers of this business
post Solvency II.
We forecast last year that Eastern
Europe was expected to see increased
activity in the legacy environment.
Whilst there is some evidence of
organisations considering exit from
certain branches and subsidiaries
in these territories, overall run‑off
activity there remains in its infancy.

Nordics

11bn

€

UK and Ireland

€

49bn

Germany and
Switzerland

110bn

€

France and
Benelux countries

41bn

Eastern Europe

€

5bn

€

Other Western
Europe

26bn

€

Source: PwC
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Key findings
What is the plan for run-off
in Europe?
100%
90%
80%
70%

Run‑of f for sal
e?

98%
have a strategic plan

60%
50%
40%
30%
20%

51%
orderly run-off

10%
0%

38%
early ﬁnality

46%

Key
components
of strategic
plan

58%
86%
92%
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believe there will be five
or more disposals in
the next two years

thought that the most
commonly disposed
legacy portfolios will be
less than €100m in siz
e

releasing capital

The UK and Germany
are expected to
be the most active
territories for disposal

8

of Continental
Europeans (re)insurers
have considered a sal
e
as a means to exit

UK r

un‑ o

ff

German run‑

of f

Solvency II is back on the agenda –
key practical implications

21st century run‑off

81%

of respondents classify
some business written since
2000 as being in run‑off

2016

60%

57%
of respondents cited
increase in cost
of capital

of respondents cited
increased focus on dealing
with underperforming lines
of business

the current
run-off
environment
Is theIscurrent
run‑off
environment
helpful
in dealing
with legacy?
helpful
in dealing
with legacy?
Undecided

13%

54%

of respondents cited
consolidation of run‑off
portfolios and development
of operational centres
of excellence

Yes

56%

No

31%
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Survey results
Challenges and strategy
Managing run‑off presents many
challenges and over time the relative
difficulties posed by particular issues
evolves. In previous Surveys we noted
that maintaining reputation when
dealing with run‑off was an issue
many respondents felt strongly about.
As a result we gave ‘maintaining
reputation’ as an option in this Survey
as one of the major challenges facing
Continental European (re)insurers
with run‑off business. The importance
of this issue was clear in the results as
shown in Figure 1, with this challenge
attracting equal top prominence in the
eyes of respondents alongside access to
exit mechanisms.

Figure 1: What are the major challenges facing Continental European (re)insurers with
Figure 1:business?
What are the major challenges facing Continental European (re)insurers with
run-off
run‑off business?
All respondents

1

Maintaining
reputation

Lack of skilled
resource

6

3

Adverse loss
development

Preparation
for Solvency II

4

5

Operational
costs

10

Unlocking value in run-off

1

7 Access to exit mechanisms

Source: PwC

Capital
constraints

A focus on reputation might suggest
a cautious market with organisations
reluctant to make significant changes,
and this has generally been the view
of the Continental European market’s
approach to run‑off to date. However,
from the responses to the questions
on exit it appears that businesses are
gradually becoming more confident in
assessing and implementing the tools
available to effect change.

Q

Next on the challenge agenda are
preparations for Solvency II and
capital constraints associated with
having liabilities in run-off, with the
popularity of these answers being
consistent with those of the last
Survey. As the reality of Solvency
II’s implementation is now firmly
upon the market, its impact is clearly
hitting home and forcing businesses
to consider their options.

The response from the market to
this issue takes a variety of forms,
with some suggesting that Solvency
II will result in an increase in deal
activity whilst, at the other end of the
spectrum, others take the view that
the inherent difficulties and costs will
impact deal flow.

Consistent with the results of
the Survey last year, adverse loss
development is not seen as one of the
more pressing challenges. This is in
stark contrast to earlier editions of the
Survey where this issue was perceived
as more significant. The change is
likely to be related to the continued
stability in reserves observed across
more mature portfolios of run‑off
business. In addition much of the
business in ‘new run‑off’ is shorter tail
and, as a result, there is a narrower
timeframe for volatility to arise.

A

“What will be the single most significant development in the run‑off market over
the next 12 months?”

“Strategic alliances between those wishing to invest in run‑off as an
uncorrelated risk and professional run‑off managers.”
“Increase in the number, variety and size of transactions.”
“Run‑off being accepted as part of the (re)insurance cycle leading to more
openness towards actively dealing with it.”
A Survey of Discontinued Insurance Business in Europe
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Figure 2: What are the key objectives of your organisation’s strategic run‑off plan?
All respondents

32%
38%
43%
51%

Early finality

Orderly run‑off

28%
27%

Minimising expenses and
claim payments

40%
46%

Releasing capital

Don’t have a strategic run‑off plan

6%
2%

Source: PwC

Strategic planning continues to
feature prominently, with all but
2% of run‑off carrier respondents
having a strategic plan as shown
in Figure 2. In prior Surveys, as
respondents classified more recent
years of business as run‑off, we
noticed less strategic planning focus,
perhaps as businesses concentrated
on their operating models. It appears
that strategic planning in respect
of this more recent business is
now in full swing. In particular
there is recognition of the fact that
there are opportunities available
to deal pro‑actively with all ages
of run‑off business, especially as
Solvency II looms.
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7th edition

The results of this edition of the
Survey confirm that orderly run‑off
continues to be a strategic priority
for businesses, with over 50% now
identifying this as being a key
objective. There has also been a
strong increase in the proportion of
respondents confirming that they are
focused on releasing capital (46%)
and early finality (38%) compared to
the seventh edition. More respondents
confirmed these top three objectives
as being within their strategic plan
which suggests these are becoming
more comprehensive and broader
in scope.

8th edition

Kurt Mitzner
Partner, Financial Services
The overall mood in the German run‑off market
is changing, with legacy business becoming more
and more accepted by industry members. Deal
activity is still relatively quiet and focused mostly
on non‑life transactions.
But there is a growing acceptance of the benefits of
considering solutions for non‑strategic portfolios,
such as reinsurance or transfers, both for the non‑life
and life sectors. The main issue impacting pro‑active
take up of run‑off solutions remains the perceived
impact around reputation.
Some of the other challenges that I see with my
clients when they are considering putting businesses
into run‑off include achieving clarity on the financial
impact of a transaction. In transfer situations, for
instance, the current structure of many insurance
groups often complicates matters i.e. where the
infrastructure of certain business divisions is
materially important for other lines which are not
subject of the transfer. However, the reasons for
dealing with legacy business are becoming even
more compelling in the current interest rate and

regulatory environment. The ability to prevent the
diversion of resource away from core and higher
profit business and the removal of complexity
is crucial.
There are some signs that the life market is becoming
more open towards run‑off solutions such as the
launch of the platform created by Hannover Re and
Cinven which was approved by the Regulator in
July 2014.
With Elke König in her role as President of the
BaFin pointing out that seven life insurers (of a
total of 90 in the market) plan to cease writing
business and new business written in the life sector
declining sharply (down over 10 % in 2013 compared
with 2012), times are really challenging. If this
environment remains unchanged negative scale
effects will increase cost pressure, alongside product
development becoming increasingly expensive.
Given the difficult environment even more players
are expected to reconsider their current
business model.

A Survey of Discontinued Insurance Business in Europe
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Survey results
Restructuring and exit
The Survey results in Figure 3
indicate that more efficient capital
management and regulation,
including Solvency II, are the
most frequently cited drivers of
restructuring activity over the next
five years, a continuation of a trend
from the results of the last edition.
In a development from the last Survey,
regulation has, however, overtaken
more efficient capital management.

Given the impending implementation
on Solvency II, it may be that
respondents are directing resource
towards the compliance aspects of
the new regulation in the near‑term.

as being a key driver of activity. This
suggests that organisations consider
that the market is ready to consider
new tools and approaches to address
the challenges of run‑off.

There appears to be an appetite for
change though, with a significant
proportion of respondents
highlighting the ability to deal more
effectively with discontinued business

Figure 3: Which of the following drivers do you anticipate will influence the restructuring activities of
Continental European (re)insurance groups over the next five years?
All respondents

72%
70%
76%
69%

Regulation, including Solvency II

More efficient capital management

Improved tax efficiencies

Source: PwC
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“What will be the single most significant development in the
run‑off market over the next 12 months?”

“Several sales of run‑off books by major live insurers.”

“Further acquisitions and consolidation in the life run‑off
market.”

33%
34%

More efficient operational
structuring

A

“Scheme taken to court without PRA letter of non‑objection.”

33%
40%

Ability to deal more effectively
with discontinued business

Q

10%
9%
7th edition

8th edition

The results of the last edition of this
Survey found that overall, sale and
reinsurance or loss portfolio transfer
were the most frequently considered
exit options. Specifically amongst
Continental European respondents
however, sale appeared to have
declined in popularity, having
been considered by only 35% of
respondents, compared to 57% that
had contemplated reinsurance or loss
portfolio transfer.

The results of this edition of the
Survey contrast quite starkly as shown
in Figure 4. Whilst reinsurance or loss
portfolio transfer remains the most
popular option with 65%, there has
been a notable resurgence towards
consideration of the sale option, with
58% of respondents now having
considered this option. The reasons
for this pattern of results could stem
from the growing need to deal with
run‑off emerging from regulation.
This is supported by the number of
transactions that have been seen in
the past 12 months as highlighted
on pages 4 and 5. Whilst a number

of these relate to relatively small
portfolios, the trend is towards an
uptick in exit activity. It should be
noted that there has been a decline
in the proportion of respondents
considering solvent schemes of
arrangement as an exit option, both
overall and most materially amongst
Continental European respondents.
This is perhaps in reaction to the
recent Consultation Papers from
the PRA regarding schemes of
arrangement and capital extraction.
Whilst the regulatory environment
for schemes of arrangement has
changed, we anticipate a reversal

Figure 4: If your organisation or client has considered exit, which options have been considered?
Continental European respondents

35%

Sale

Solvent schemes of arrangement

12%

43%
42%
57%

Reinsurance or loss portfolio
transfer

Source: PwC

We were interested to hear from
respondents as to how recently they
had considered exit options. With
strategic plans focusing on orderly
run‑off, it might be assumed that
exit was not something considered
recently. It was encouraging to see
however that exit is a live issue,
with some 65% of those Continental
European respondents that had
considered exit having done so in
the last 12 months.

22%

Insurance business transfer

Other

58%

of these results in the next year as
scheme of arrangement technology
continues to adapt. For example,
schemes of arrangement with
‘opt‑out’ clauses that leave cover
in place or that offer replacement
cover with a third party – which
should satisfy some of the regulatory
challenges – will undoubtedly come
more to the forefront.

65%

22%
15%
7th edition

8th edition
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In the two previous editions of the
Survey, strategic commutations have
been anticipated by respondents
to be the most frequently used exit
mechanism over the next three years
(sixth edition 34%, seventh edition
42%). The results of this Survey as
shown in Figure 5, see this option
replaced as the most popular answer
by reinsurance or loss portfolio
transfer. Insurance business transfers
and strategic commutations then rank
joint second with 23%.

The significant reduction in the
proportion of respondents favouring
commutation may be a result of
organisations having reached
the peak of commutations for
older run‑off. As a result, some
organisations that may previously
have been employing a strategic
commutation programme may now be
looking for an alternative strategy to
deal with the ‘rump’ of business.

The market has recently seen
reducing support for some of the
traditional commutation rendez‑vous
events which underlines this result.

Figure 5: Which exit mechanism will be the most frequently used in relation to run‑off business in
Continental Europe over the next three years?
All respondents

18%
23%
17%
27%

Insurance business transfer

Reinsurance or loss portfolio
transfer

14%
18%

Sale
Solvent scheme of arrangement
(either through ‘sufficient
connection’ or following an
insurance business transfer)

3%
6%

Strategic commutation
programme

Don’t know
Source: PwC
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42%

23%
7%
3%
7th edition

8th edition

There has been a fair amount of
acquisition and disposal activity over
the last year in the run‑off market.
A number of the major acquirers
completing transactions and newer
entrants such as private equity houses
are taking a stake in the market. The
trend towards further transaction
activity is supported by the Survey
results shown in Figure 6 which
indicate 86% of respondents consider
there will be at least five transactions
in the market over the next two years,
with 38% of respondents predicting
that there will be at least 10 deals. On
the basis of recent experience, and as
indicated by the timeline of the last
12 months as shown on pages 4 and
5, 10+ sale transactions over the next
two years would not be a surprise.

Nearly 40% of Survey respondents
anticipate, that outside of the UK,
Germany will be the territory in which
most disposals occur. This represents
a significant change compared to the
seventh edition of the Survey where
only 21% of respondents took this
view and suggests that the German
market is expected to be particularly
buoyant. Whilst there is optimism as
to the number of transactions that
will occur, there is a recognition that
the size of the portfolios subject to
this activity are likely to remain fairly
modest. Figure 7 shows that 61%
of respondents expect the typical
disposal portfolio size to be in the
€10m‑€50m range.

Figure 6: How many disposal transactions will there be
in the Continental European run‑off market over the next
two years?
Figure
[ ]: How many disposal transactions will there be in the Continental
European run-off market over the next two years?

All respondents

Figure [ ]: How many disposal transactions will there be in the Continental
European run-off market over the next two years?

1 – 4 14%
5 – 9 48%

10+ 38%

Source: PwC

Figure [ ]: What portfolio liabilities sizes will be most commonly disposed of by way
of
a sale or7:
portfolio
over the
next two sizes
years? will be most
Figure
Whattransfer
portfolio
liabilities

commonly disposed of by way of a sale or portfolio transfer
over
next
two years?
Figure the
[ ]: What
portfolio
liabilities sizes will be most commonly disposed of by way
of a sale or portfolio transfer over the next two years?

All respondents

€0 – €10m

8%

€10 – €50m
€0 – €10m
€10 – €50m
€50 – €100m

8%61%

61%

23%€50 – €100m
More than
€100m

23% 8% More than
€100m

8%

Source: PwC
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Survey results
Regulation and Solvency II

The seventh edition of the Survey
results indicated a marked sense
of fatigue with Solvency II and, in
particular, the expected practical
implications of Solvency II for
Continental European (re)insurers
with regard to their run‑off business.
The results in this edition have
seen a significant swing on this
question as indicated in Figure 8 with
respondents now taking the view that
Solvency II will have wide reaching
implications for legacy portfolios.

In particular there were noticeable increases in the following responses:
Increased focus on dealing with underperforming
lines of business

44%
7th edition

Consolidation of run‑off‑portfolios and
development of operational centres of excellence

39%

60%

7th edition

8th edition

An increase in the cost of capital

47%

54%

7th edition

57%

8th edition

8th edition

Figure 8: What are likely to be the practical implications of Solvency II for Continental European (re)insurers with regard to their run‑off business?
All respondents

2nd edition
Increased focus on dealing with underperforming
lines of business
An increase in the cost of capital

Consolidation of run‑off portfolios and development of
operational centres of excellence
Increased focus on exit options
Increased merger and acquisition activity
More stringent regulatory sanctions and penalties
Movement from a subsidiary to a branch structure
Don’t know
Source: PwC
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6th edition

48%
34%
36%
54%
33%
17%
0%
0%

7th edition

69%
71%
66%
67%
47%
33%
34%
3%

8th edition

44%
47%
39%
44%
29%
24%
22%
7%

60%
57%
54%
47%
36%
23%
21%
2%

The most popular response for each edition

These views may be explained by
respondents having a greater level
of understanding of the impending
Directive and the output of Solvency
II modelling which was stayed whilst
the Directive was delayed. Indeed,
we have seen internal restructuring
initiatives from clients as a result of
them wanting to be better prepared
for Solvency II. We expect to see more
of this type of activity in the lead up
to 2016.

What is less clear at this stage is
whether these initiatives will be
followed by a spate of disposals.
Our respondents’ views on the number
and size of portfolios likely to be
disposed of in Continental Europe in
the next two years appear to indicate
that there will be a continued upward
shift in transaction activity. This is,
however, expected to be limited in
terms of the value of liabilities involved
in transactions. The timeline in Figure
9 summarises the key milestones
in respect of Solvency II through its
implementation and beyond. Until

very recently, the only specific advice
relating to run‑off that has emerged
from Regulators related to the
potential exemption from Solvency II
for entities solely in run‑off (and not
part of a group with ongoing business)
as at 1 January 2016.
In August this year, as part of a
Consultation Paper on Solvency II
Transposition, the PRA produced
a draft Supervisory Statement
explaning the implications for run‑off
companies where the Minimum
Capital Requirement was unlikely

to be met or be realistically capable
of being met in the future. The PRA
expects such pure run‑off entities
to provide a credible plan for the
transferring or extinguishing of all
their liabilities by 1 January 2019.
We are already seeing some market
reaction, and there is now clearly
an onus on UK pure run-off entities
to produce exit plans. It will be
interesting to see if other European
Regulators issue similar guidance.

Figure 9: Solvency II timeline

2014

2015

2016

Preparation phase Solvency II

2017

2018

Implementation

Application of EIOPA-Preparatory Guidelines
Revised Solvency II (Omnibus II Directive ﬁnalised May 2014)
Solvency II effective
(except (re)insurers in run-off)

Two ORSA runs
Interim annual reporting

Interim
quarterly
reporting

(Re)insurers in run-off
exempted from
Solvency II until
1 Jan 2019 *

Internal model approval process opens

* Transitional measures for (re)insurers in run‑off:

• (Re)insurers in run‑off at
1 January 2016 will not
be subject to Solvency
II requirements provided
they have satisfied their
Supervisors that activities
will be terminated before
1 January 2019.

• If still in existence, such
(re)insurers will become
subject to Solvency II’s
requirements after three
years, or earlier where the
Supervisors are not satisfied
with the progress that
has been made towards
terminating activities.

• (Re)insurers in run‑off that
are subject to reorganisation
measures and where an
Administrator has been
appointed are not subject to
Solvency II for five years i.e.
until 1 January 2021, or earlier
where Supervisors are not
satisfied with the progress
that has been made towards
terminating activities.

• (Re)insurers utilising these
transitional measures must
notify the Regulator that they
are applying the transitional
measures and submit an
annual report setting out what
progress has been made in
terminating activities.

• These provisions do not
apply to (re)insurers that
are members of a group
containing any other
(re)insurers not in run‑off.
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Figure
9: What
willyou
youuse
usetotocalculate
calculate
regulatory
capital
levels
for your
Figure 10:
What method
method will
regulatory
capital
levels
for your
run‑off
run-off
business
under Solvency
II?
business
under Solvency
II?
All respondents

Partial Internal Model

Full Internal Model

Standard Formula

Don't know

10%

20%

35%
35%

Source: PwC

Q

A

“What will be the single most significant development in the run‑off market
over the next 12 months?”

“T he necessary preparation for Solvency II will bring to light issues
(re)insurance companies are facing and result in increasing deal frequency
(mainly in Continental Europe).”
“T he impact of Solvency II, which has not been ignored, but has been
underestimated until now.”
“Continuing hardening of Regulators position to ‘protect’ policyholders.”
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We also asked Survey participants
what method they are using to
calculate regulatory capital for their
run‑off business.
The responses in Figure 10 illustrate
that more than a third of respondents
indicated their organisations were
using the Standard Formula compared
to only 20% using a Full Internal
Model. Interestingly some 35% of
respondents were not aware of the
modelling methodology being used
which may indicate that Solvency
II calculations and impacts are yet
to be shared and fully understood
across organisations.
For stand alone run‑off entities
the results appear to be logical
when taking into account the costs
associated with developing a Full
Internal Model. It will though be
interesting to see how this plays
out when considering the expected
increased capital charge associated
with utilising a Standard Formula
approach. Drilling down into our
responses revealed that only 24%
of UK respondents were reporting
use of a Full or Partial Internal
Model compared to some 46% of
Continental European respondents.
This may reflect the existence of
more sole run‑off entities in the UK
compared to Continental Europe,
where previous editions of this
Survey have indicated that the bulk
of run‑off is housed within larger
ongoing entities.

In looking more widely at the
regulatory landscape there were
numerous comments in response
to Survey questions which cited the
Consultation Papers and Supervisory
Statements issued by the PRA in the
UK during 2013 and 2014. The two
subjects covered by the PRA related to
solvent schemes of arrangement and
capital extraction by UK run‑off firms
and they provoked significant debate
within the London run‑off market.
While the PRA’s ultimate Supervisory
Statement highlighted a softening
from the original Consultation
Paper by indicating that scheme
of arrangement proposals would
continue to be assessed on a case
by case basis, the reaction of the UK
run‑off market has appeared to be
critical of the revised approach. Many
commentators are concerned that the
PRA is changing a tried and tested
mechanism for obtaining finality
for legacy liabilities that has always
been subject to the approval of the
creditor population relevant to each
scheme of arrangement as well as the
UK Courts.

The capital extraction Supervisory
Statement was largely appreciated
by the market for setting out some
clear guidelines in relation to seeking
a capital release from a run‑off
portfolio. However, for many, the
PRA’s reference to maintaining
a level of capital coverage of at
least 200% of Individual Capital
Assessment was seen as formalising a
more difficult process for extracting
capital from run‑off entities.
Taken together, the Supervisory
Statements have been criticised for
potentially removing one of the tools
for obtaining finality for run‑off
books and more generally providing a
disincentive for continued investment
in a UK run‑off market that has shown
very strong investor appetite in the
last decade. It is too early to gauge
the full impact of the Supervisory
Statements and it may be that the
case by case approach will act to
stimulate innovations in schemes
of arrangement. It will also be
interesting to see if there is more focus
on other jurisdictions by investors and
run‑off players, currently domiciled
in the UK, including the increased
use of schemes of arrangement in
those territories.
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Survey results
Run‑off exposures and finality
One of the most striking results
from our Survey last year was the
classification of which business
is defined as run‑off within
organisations. It was clear from
last year’s results that this issue
is receiving closer attention, with
the result that business written
in relatively recent underwriting
years is now being thought of, and
increasingly managed, as legacy.
Figure 11 indicates that this trend
has continued with over 60% of
respondents identifying that business
written after 2005 may be classified
as run‑off – an increase of 10%
from last year. Over a third of the
respondents cited business as recent
as 2010 and beyond as having a

run‑off classification. This seems to be
supported by increasing evidence of
organisations establishing dedicated
run‑off units that take control of
liabilities much earlier in the life
cycle. Whilst this is good news for
the ongoing utilisation of established
run‑off skill sets, there remain many
different business models across
organisations for dealing with run‑off.
These range from setting up run‑off
profit centres to intra‑organisational
advisory services provided by run‑off
teams that do not have profit and loss
accountability for the liabilities with
which they are involved. However, in
many cases run‑off liabilities are not
segregated from the business.

Q

A

“What will be the single most significant development in the run‑off market
over the next 12 months?”

“More focus on run‑off issues by (re)insurance companies that have both
ongoing and run‑off business within their portfolios.”
“Access to third party capital and more aggressive acquisition of
legacy portfolios.”
“A n increase in the volume of legacy business transactions involving
live entities.”

Figure 11: What is the most recent underwriting year that your organisation classifies as run‑off business?
All respondents

8th edition
7th edition

14%
15%
1992 and prior

Source: PwC
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5%

19%

7%

27%
25%

1993 – 1999

35%
30%

2000 – 2004

2005 – 2009

22%
2010+

In addition to asking respondents how
their run‑off exposures are classified,
the Survey also looked at the types of
claims exposures that form the most
significant part of run‑off books as
shown in Figures 12 and 13. One of
the most notable changes over the
period includes a significant reduction
in UK respondents identifying
1990s casualty business as forming
a significant part of their portfolio.
This move has not been as marked
for Continental European companies,
where the response rate for 1990s

business has remained more stable
at around 30% for the last three
Surveys. For the UK respondents, we
observed an increasing trend in those
citing asbestos as the most significant
part of portfolios. Indeed, this
represents the majority of responses,
whilst there is a marked decrease
over the same period for Continental
European (re)insurers.

The other noteworthy result for
European companies was the
continued swing towards business
from the 2000 and onwards period
as being the most material element of
their portfolios.

Figure 12: What claims exposures form the most significant part of your, or your client’s run‑off portfolio?
UK and Irish respondents

6th edition

7th edition

19%
30%
44%
4%
4%
0%

1990s casuality business
2000 onwards ‘recent’ run‑off classes (aviation, property, employers’ liability,
other)
Asbestos
Pollution
Other health hazards claims affecting 1985 & prior
Other

8th edition

17%
29%
48%
2%
2%
2%

8%
31%
52%
0%
0%
10%

Source: PwC

Figure 13: What claims exposures form the most significant part of your, or your client’s run‑off portfolio?
Continental European respondents

6th edition
1990s casuality business

2000 onwards ‘recent’ run‑off classes (aviation, property, employers’ liability,
other)
Asbestos
Other health hazards claims affecting 1985 & prior
Other

7th edition

28%
24%
34%
14%
0%

8th edition

34%
34%
17%
3%
10%

32%
44%
16%
0%
8%

Source: PwC
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Continuing this theme we also asked
Survey participants to consider the
claims exposures that present the
greatest challenge in the effective
run‑off of their business as shown
in Figure 14. In light of the Survey
results where UK companies
confirmed that asbestos claims
continue to be the most significant
part of run‑off portfolios, it is perhaps
not surprising that asbestos continued
to be the leading answer for UK
respondents and remained stable
at 50% compared to 51% last year.
Alongside this result there were,
however, notable increases in respect
of D&O and lead paint claims, this
latter category in particular having
been the subject of some high profile
legal activity in the US since the
last Survey.
For Continental European
respondents, given the results
discussed above, it is perhaps
surprising that asbestos showed
an increase from 52% to 58%. This
appears to be at the expense of other
claim types, with pharmaceutical
claims in particular dropping
significantly from over 50% to 31%.
So whilst the size of the asbestos
portfolios of Continental European
companies appears to be decreasing
relative to other claim types, it is
clear that asbestos remains the most
challenging liability facing run‑off
portfolios across the Continent and
in the UK.
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Figure 14: Are you aware of any claims exposures in your, or your client’s
portfolio that are likely to present a challenge to the effective run‑off of
the business?
UK and Irish respondents
Asbestos

Lead paint

D&O

51%

14%

16%

50%

20%

24%

7th edition

8th edition

Source: PwC

Figure 15: Are you aware of any claims exposures in your, or your client’s portfolio that are likely to
present a challenge to the effective run‑off of the business?
Continental European respondents

52%
58%

Asbestos

D&O

Pharmaceuticals

Source: PwC

22%
15%
31%

52%
7th edition

8th edition

Survey participants were also asked
to comment on the single most
important concern influencing their
ability to gain finality for run‑off
liabilities in Continental Europe
and the UK. Figures 16 and 17 show
the results.
These are consistent with previous
Surveys, although the relative
weighting placed on long tail claims
by respondents based in Continental
Europe compared to the UK and their
impact in the respective territories
is interesting. In the seventh edition,
45% of UK based respondents cited
long tail claims as the most important
factor in gaining finality for run‑off
liabilities in the UK compared to
40% of their Continental European
counterparts. In this edition, this
reduced to 31% for UK respondents
while for Continental European
counterparts it increased to 46%.

Figure 16: In your view, what is the single most important concern influencing the ability to gain finality for run‑off liabilities in
Continental Europe?
Continental European respondents UK and Irish respondents

30%

Long tail claims

12%
15%

12%
9%
8%

Skilled resources

Availability of exit
mechanisms

22%
23%

Reputational risk

8%

4%

19%

Counterparty interest

2%

26%
27%
8%

17%

9%

31%

25%

Source: PwC

33%

7th edition

8th edition

Figure 17: In your view, what is the single most important concern influencing the ability to gain finality for run‑off liabilities in the UK?
Continental European respondents UK and Irish respondents

Long tail claims

45%

40%
46%

31%

Litigation / disputed claims

Incomplete records

Other

Source: PwC

10%
13%

10%
8%

Counterparty interest

15%
21%
25%

5%
4%
8%
5%
8%

5%
3%

15%
19%
7th edition

8th edition
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How some of our respondents think the challenges they face
influencing the ability to gain finality for run‑off liabilities
can be overcome:
“We will likely
see more complex
schemes and
other mechanisms
with opt‑outs and
other alternatives
for policyholders”

“There needs to
be a market that
will absorb UK
EL portfolios”
UK risk carrier

UK risk carrier

“It is important to
demonstrate that
the reputation of
the seller will not be
adversely affected
and perhaps this
can be reinforced
or protected with
relevant clauses
in sale/transfer
agreements”
Continental European risk carrier

When looking at reputational risk
in the seventh edition, 33% of
UK respondents highlighted this
as the single greatest concern for
gaining finality for run‑off liabilities
in Continental Europe. This was
compared to only 9% of Continental
European respondents identifying
this concern for their own market.
Looking at this year’s split of results,
this concern was cited by 25% of
UK respondents but Continental
European responses have more than
trebled to 31%.
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It is also interesting to look at the
perceptions of the availability
of exit mechanisms between the
geographical split of respondents.
Continental European respondents
citing this issue as a concern for
Continental European run‑off
liabilities increased almost five fold
from 4% to 19% over the last 12
months while UK respondents had a
1% increase to 27%.

A number of respondents still
clearly expect to see future
innovations in solvent schemes of
arrangement. However, some 19%
of UK respondents cited other issues
influencing the ability to gain finality
for run‑off liabilities in the UK. They
specifically highlighted concerns
over the perceived toughening
of the UK Regulator to solvent
schemes of arrangement as well as
capital extraction.

Nick Watford
Partner, Actuarial and Insurance Management Solutions
The changes I’ve seen in the market
over the last few years have left me with
a real sense that the run‑off market
is changing more quickly than at any
time in recent history. Even now, it
is probably not yet at its peak which
I expect to come when the effect of
Solvency II really kicks in. I can see
this being accompanied by a rush of
companies attempting to dispose of
or exit from legacy business that will
not be capital effective in their post
Solvency II balance sheets. I do though
have some unease, shared by others in
the market, as to whether Regulators
across Europe will be as forward
looking as they might be in considering
these types of deals. The bottom line
is that these deals can take place to the
benefit of all parties including, most
crucially, policyholders themselves.

Looking at the Survey responses, it
doesn’t surprise me that asbestos claims
are still very much at the forefront of
legacy management’s concerns. The
hunt for the next asbestos has occupied
many market observers for a number of
years but there is still nothing obvious
that compares with the past impact of
asbestos. This is not to say that there
are not possible new claim sources out
there; from potential losses caused by
meteorites and solar flares down to
more down to earth risks associated
with fracking and the increasing use of
Cloud computing. I am not immediately
concerned that any of these suggested
issues will prove to be as great to the
insurance market as some of the other
claim types seen historically. But I
bet there is something we are using
or doing at the moment, possibly on a
wide‑spread basis, that isn’t as risk‑free
as we think it is; E‑cigarette anyone?
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Survey results
The current run‑off environment

Solvency
II makes
companies
assess their
run‑off

We asked respondents: is the
current landscape a helpful
environment or not for
(re)insurers wanting to deal
with their run‑off liabilities?
This is a selection of the
responses:

Rating agencies will
view addressing
run‑off positively

Availability of capital
seeking returns from
legacy business

Plenty of
exit options
available

Solvency II and a tough
regulatory regime has started
to focus Boards’ attention
on the costs and capital
inefficiency associated with
maintaining discontinued and
non‑core business

Solvency II will drive
capital allocation
based on risks and
returns

Sufficient capacity
/ risk appetite in
the market

Regulatory
Exit and finality
Market conditions

Yes

56%
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Appetite of
reinsurers and
cedants is
fundamental

Market appears to be
on an upturn with plenty
of buyers offering a
variety of solutions

There is a
realisation that
there is an issue
that needs to
be tackled

Sale only moves
the problem – it
doesn’t solve it

Lack of
communication
between insurers
and reinsurers which
prevents a speedy
resolution

Soft market
makes not only
underwriting, but
also commutations
more challenging

Undecided
13%

Regulators
taking a reactive
approach following
economic crisis

Solvency II
will make
disproportionate
demands on
smaller run‑offs

PRA approach to
schemes of arrangement
– scope of schemes
of arrangement now
restricted and requirement
for continuation of cover
prevents finality

Traditional
commutation
opportunities
are tougher
to achieve

The introduction
of Solvency II
brings regulatory
uncertainty

Lead paint continues
to be an issue as
do ‘new’ emerging
employers’
liability losses

No

31%
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The PwC team
The Solutions for Discontinued
Insurance Business team has access to
more than 200 specialists focusing on
providing restructuring and
operational consulting services to
companies in the (re)insurance
industry with run‑off business.

Issues being faced by operations
around the world where the team is
able to provide advice, support and
assistance include:
• Releasing capital from run‑off
• Bringing finality to run‑off and
extinguishing liabilities for
underwriters and brokers
• Restructuring through sale or
insurance business transfers
• Project managing complex
transactions and securing key
stakeholder buy‑in

• Rationalising operations to
achieve efficiency
• Proactively managing outsourced
run‑off, including the development
of a robust outsourcing contract
• Benchmarking the claims and
reinsurance functions to assess
their effectiveness
• Providing transactional support
ranging from due diligence, claims
reserving, debt provisioning and
tax considerations.

To find out more, please contact any of the team or visit our website:

www.pwc.co.uk/discontinuedinsurance
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